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On a Geometric Problem of Erdos, Sarkozy, and Szermeredi 
Concerning Vector Sums 
J6ZSEF BECK 
Let aj, 1"" i "" n be n vectors of the Euclidean , -space lIt satisfying Iladl "" 1, where Iiall denotes 
the usual Euclidean length of a. Then there are at least c(, )2"n -,/2 summations L7~1 £jaj, £j = ±1, 
which are in the ball of radius ,1 /2 about the origin. This estimate is the best possible apart from 
a constant factor, and gives an affirmative answer a question of Erdos, Sarkozy and Szemen:di. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Erdos, Sarkozy and Szemeredi [1] made the following conjecture: Let Zk, 1,,;;;; k ,,;;;; n, 
be n complex numbers of absolute value ,,;;;;1, then there are at least c2"n-1 sums 
I~ = lekZk' ek=±1 which are of absolute value ,,;;;; 21/ 2 (here c is a universal positive 
constant). Observe that 21 / 2 cannot be diminished: let an odd number of Zk'S be 1 and 
an odd number be i = ( -1) 1 / 2. The order of magnitude c 2"n -1 is then easily seen to be 
best possible. 
An analogous conjecture can easily be made for higher dimensions. 
CONJECTURE. Let aj be n vectors of the Euclidean r-space ~r satisfying Iladl,,;;;; 1 
(Euclidean length), 1 ,,;;;; i,,;;;; n. Then there are at least c(r)2"n -r/2 summations I~=1 ejaj, 
ej = ±1, which fall into the ball around the origin of radius rl/2. Here c(r) depends only 
on the dimension and is independent of the number of vectors. 
The case r = 1 was settled by Sarkozy and Szemeredi (unpublished). Applying a result 
of G. O. H. Katona on set-systems, Sarkozy and Szemeredi proved that if -1 ,,;;;; a j ";;;; 1, 
1 ,,;;;; i ,,;;;; n are reals, then there are at least 
sums I~=lejaj, ej=±1 which fall into the interval [-1,1]. This estimate is the best 
possible if n is even as the sequence al = ... = a" = 1 shows. 
In this paper we prove the following. 
THEOREM 1.1 The conjecture holds for all r. 
Unfortunately, our estimate for the constant factor c(r) is very poor; we approximately 
have c(r) > 2-2 '. It would be worthwhile to improve on it. In particular, for r = 2 the 
following question remains open. Let n = 4k + 2 and Zj be n complex numbers for which 
Izjl ,,;;;; 1, 1,,;;;;j,,;;;; n. Then there are at least 4ak +1f sums I7=1 ejZio ej = ±1 which are of 
absolute value ";;;;21 / 2. The lower bound 4ak + 1)2 if true would be best possible as the 
following construction shows: let ZI = ... = Z2k+l = 1 and Z2k+2 = ... = Z4k+2 = i = (_1)1/2. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Let ai' 1 ~j ~ n be vectors of /Rr • We form all the 2n possible sums s = L7=1 cia;. Ci = ±1 
and for any H ~ lit denote by O(H) = LsEH 1 how many of them lie in H. 
The proof is based on the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. There exist an integer Cl = ct(r) and a positive absolute constant C2 = c2(r) 
depending on the dimension r only such thatfor any system 8i = (ai.t. ai.'l, ... , ai.r), 1 ~ j ~ n, 
of r-dimensional vectors with laj,i I ~ ai, 1 ~ i ~ r, 1 ~ j ~ n, 
Here n~=t [ai, bd means, as usual, the Cartesian product of intervals [ai, bd. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ai, 1 ~ i ~ n, be r-dimensional vectors satisfying Iladl ~ 1, 1 ~ i ~ n. 
Then for any given n-tuple A = (A t. A2, ... , An), -1 ~ Ai ~ 1, 1 ~ i ~ n, of coefficients there 
is an integral approximation E = (Et. C2,' .. ,Cn), Ci = ±1, 1 ~ i ~ n such that IIL7=t (A i -
ci)adl ~ r1l2. 
Let ei, 1 ~ i ~ r, be an r- dimensional orthonormal basis. If among at. ... , an there are 
a goodly number of vectors "near" each ei, 1 ~ i ~ r, then one can easily complete the 
proof of Theorem 1.1. For take some 2ct(r) vectors "near" each ei' Let A r denote the 
union of these vectors. Given any U E [-ct. Ctr, clearly it can be written as 
U= L Aiai, -1 ~Ai ~ 1, 1 ~i ~n. 
8jEA' 
By Lemma 2.2, there is an "integral approximation" of U L.,EA' C :ai' c: = ±1, such that 
110 - L.,EA' c: adl ~ rt/2. Applying Lemma 2.1 to A * = {at. a2, ... , an}\A r we obtain the 
existence of at least C22mm -r/2 summations U = L.jEA* C'/ aj E [-ct. cd', where m = IA *1 = 
n -2rct(r) (lsi denotes the cardinality of the set s). Now we are ready, because 
II" I" /I 110<: 1/2 d 2m -r/2 - ()2 n -r/2 .:...,EA*Ciai-':".jEA*Cjaj ~r an C2 m -c r n . 
In the general case, there are additional problems only if "almost all" the at, ... , an 
are "very near" some hyperplane. In this case we need two technical lemmas. First of 
all some definitions. Let {3l. ... ,{3r be nonnegative reals. We say that the vector set 
Vt. ... ,Vr E lit forms a lower triangular basis of type ({3t. ... ,(3r) if the properties 
Vi = (Vi.l. Vi.2, ... , Vi.i, 0, ... ,0), 1 ~ i ~ r, 
IVi.;!;:;' 3r- ir{3i, 1 ~ i ~ r, 
IVi.jl ~ 2(3 r- i)r{3;. 1 ~j ~ i-I, 1 ~ i ~ r, 
are satisfied. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Let fer) be the least integer such that one can choose r-dimensional unit vectors 
01. 02, . • • , 0f(r) with the property that for any vE IRr, IIvll = 1, 
max (Ui' v) ;:;.! 
l .;;; hf(r) 
(Euclidean inner product). 
Clearly fer) is finite [actually fer) is exponential in rJ. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let q be an arbitrary natural number and let ai = (ai,l. ai.2, ... ,ai,r), 
1 ~ i ~ n be r-dimensional vectors. Then one can find a subset A r of {at, a2, ... , an} with 
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IArl ~ 2qr L;=l 3r- if(r - i + 1), r pairwise disjoint subsets B 1, ... ,Br of A r and nonnegative 
reals ab ... ,ar such that Vi = LajEB, aj, 1 ~ i ~ r forms a lower triangular basis of type 
(qab qa2, ... ,qar) and for each aj E {ab ... , an}\A r, laj,kl ~ak' 1 ~ k ~ r. 
The next lemma explains the importance of lower triangular bases. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let Vi, 1 ~ i·~ r be- a lower triangular basis of type (Ih ... , f3r)' Then 
each U = (Ub U2, ... , ur) with Iud ~ f3i, 1 ~ i ~ r can be written in the form 
r 
u= L f-tiVi, i=l -1~f-ti~1, 1~i~r. 
Assuming the validity of Lemmas 2.1-4 one can finish the proof exactly along the 
same lines as in the particular case above. Let A * = {ab a2, ... ,an}\Ar and q = c1(r). By 
Lemma 2.3, m = IA *1"3n -2. c1(r). r L;=l 3 r - i . fer -i + 1) = n -c3(r) and for all aj EA *, 
laj,k I ~ ak, 1 ~ k ~ r. Applying Lemma 2.1 to A * we obtain the existence of at least 
C22mm -r/2 = c(r)2nn -r/2 summations u = La>EA- Cjaj E rJ;=l [-C1ai' C1ai]' Thus, by Lemma 
2.2 it suffices to show that every U = (Ub ... ', ur) with IUil ~ c1(r)ai' 1 ~ i ~ r can be written 
in the form 
u= L Ajaj, 
8jEAr 
We prove somewhat more, namely that, u can be expressed as 
r 
U = L f-tiVi, 
i=l 
This, in fact, implies equation (4), since 
-1~f-ti~1, 1~i~r. 
if aj E B i, 
r 
if aj EAr - UBi' 
i=l 
(4) 
(5) 
To prove equation (5) observe that we can apply Lemma 2.4 to Vb ••• , Vr and equation 
(5) is exactly the conclusion of it. Theorem 1.1 is proved. 
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1 
By the application of an appropriate linear transformation, one can reduce the general 
case to the particular case when all the a/s are equal. For notational convenience let 
The proof is based on the Fourier transform of the measure Q(.): 
q(t) = i ei(x,t) dQ(x), where i = (_1)1/2. 
Ii' 
Observe that q(t) = 2n rr7=1 cos (aj, t). 
Indeed, 
q(t) = i ei(x,t) dQ(x) = L ei(s,t) 
Ii' s 
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L exp[i(L7= 1~jai>t)]= IT {ei(aj.t)+e- i(aj.t)} 
({' .... . (in) j=l 
" 
= 2" n cos (aj, t). j=1 
Since al = ... = a, = 'IT/4r, q(t);;,: 0, if t E [-2,2]'. 
For notational convenience we set 
*_[ 'IT 'IT]' 
P - - 4" 4r ' P1=[-1, 1)', 
Let k(t) be the constant multiple of the r-dimensional Fejer kernel, more exactly, let 
k (t) be the convolution k (t) = Jill' ko(t - u)ko(u) du of the function 
k ) _{2-', iftEPI oCt - 0, iftflPI 
with itself. The explicit form of k (t) is 4- ' n;= 1 (2 -Itj I) for t = (t 10 t2, ... , t,) E P2, ° for 
tE lIt - P2 • 
We need the following well-known general formula from the theory of Fourier 
transformation (see any textbook): 
if 
t(t) = J. get - u)h (u) du, 
Ill' 
then 
F(x) = G(x)H(x), 
where 
F(x) = f. ei(x.t)t(t) dt, 
R' 
G(x) = J. ei(ll.t) get) dt 
R' 
and 
H(x) = 1 ei(ll.t) h(t) dt. 
R' 
The Fourier transformation Ko(x) = JR' ei(ll.t) ko(t) dt of ko(t) is n;=1 (sin x/Xj), since 
1 1 i, ei(ll.t)ko(t) at = T r f ... f ei(ll.t) dt - I -I 
Therefore, by the general formula above, 
1 ' . )2 K(x) = ei(x.t)k(t) dt = n (SIn Xj Ill' j=1 Xj 
Now consider Parseval's equation (immediate consequence of Fubini's theorem) : 
f K(x) dQ(x) = f k(t)q(t) dt. (6) 
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Introduce the notation AP* = {A v: v EP*). From equation (4) it follows that 
Q(AP*);?; f K(x) dQ(x) 
AP' 
= 1, k(t)q(t) dt- L-AP' K(x) dQ(x). 
We need the following 
LEMMA 3.1 If CI = ct (r) is a large enough constant depending on r only, then 
! L k(t)q(t) dt;?; L-C1P' K(x) dQ(x). 
We postpone the proof of Lemma 3.1 to the end of this section. 
From expression (7) and Lemma 3.1 it follows that 
Q(C1P*);?;!f. k(t)q(t)dt, 
IR' 
thus it suffices to show 
f. 
k(t)q(t) dt;?;C4(r)2"n -,/ 2. 
III' 
But this is only a simple calculation. Let Po = [-1/ n 1/2, 1/ n 1/2]'. For t E Po we have 
q(t)=2" }]1 cos(aiot);?;2"exp { -i1 (aio t)2} 
5 
(7) 
(8) 
since cos x ;?;e -x 2 if Ixl ~ 7T/3 and L7=1 (aio t)2 ~ 'lT2/16 for t E Po. From the explicit form 
of k (t) it follows that mintepo k (t) ;?; 4 -', therefore, by expression (8) 
Lemma 2.1 is complete. 
L k (t)q(t) dt;?; ( k (t)q(t) dt 
;?;min k(t)q(t) L dt 
tePo 0 
4-'2"- 1 ( 2 )' ;?; -:-r72 
n 
= c4(r)2"n -,/2. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. We need the following version of Esseen's inequality (see [2]): 
suPQ(V+P*)~T'+1J. q(t)dt. (9) 
veR' P2 
For the sake of completeness we include here the proof of inequalities (9). From the 
explicit form of k (t) it follows that 
k(t);?;O fortEP2andOfort~P2' (10) 
max k(t) = k(O) = 2- '. 
teA" 
(11) 
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Since 
we have that K(x-v) (as a function of x) is the Fourier transform of k(t) e-i(v.t). Thus, 
by expressions (6), (10) and (11), 
tK(X)dO(X+V)= tK(X-V) dQ(x) = l.k(t)e-i(v.t)q(t)dt 
:s; 1.Ik (f) e -i(v.t)lq (f) df = L2 k (f)q (f) df 
:s; ma~ kef) f. q(f) df = 2-' f. q(f) dt. 
<e R P2 P2 
On the other hand, 
f. K(x) dO(x+v) ~ (min K(x))O(v+ P*) ~!Q(v+ p*), Rr XEP* 
as a simple calculation shows 
K(x) = IT (Sin Xi) 2 ~! 
i=l Xj 2 [ ]' * 1T 1T for x E P = - 4" 4r . 
Summarizing we have 
SUP O(V+P*):S;2-'+1f. q(t)dt, 
v P 2 
which completes the proof of inequality (9). 
Let p* (/ h 12 , ••• , I,) = v(/ h Iz, ... , I,) + P*, where Ii> 1 :s; j :s; r are integers and 
We have 
l.-(ZA+l)P* K(x) dO(x) = (/1.~.1,): L*(I" .... I,) K(x) dO(x) 
max; 11;1>'\ 
:s; (ll.~.I,): (~~~ O(v+p*)) CEP~I~~ .• I') K(X)). (12) 
max; II;I>'\ 
Clearly 
K(x) = IT (Sin Xi) 2 :s; IT 4 2' 
i=l Xi i=l (1 + IXil) (13) 
Elementary calculation shows that 
(14) 
where Cs depends only on the dimension r. Thus, by expressions (12), (13) and (14) 
f. K(x) dQ(x) :s; cs(r) (max Q(v+P*)) r IT (1 ~ 1)2 dx. (15) R'-(2,\ + I)P. VER' JR'-(2A+IW* i=l + Xi 
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It is easy to see that 
(16) 
therefore the left-hand side of inequality (16) tends to 0 as A -+ +00. Let Cl = cl(r) be so 
large that 
holds, then we obtain by expressions (9), (15) and (17) 
L-cIP. K(x)dQ(x)~8-'-l L2 q(t)dt. 
On the other hand, evidently 
2-'f. q(t)dt:!.S;f. q(t)dt, and mink(t)~4-'. 
~ ~ tt~ 
Therefore, by inequalities (19) 
f. 
k(t)q(t) dt~f. k(t)q(t) dt~4-'f. q(t) dt 
P2 PI PI 
~8-' f. q(t)dt. 
P2 
By expressions (18) and (20) we have 
L-qp* K(x)dQ(x)~~ t k(t)q(t)dt, 
and Lemma 3.1 is complete. 
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
First we construct the vector E * = (d, e!. ... , e ~) so that d has value 1 or -1, except 
r indices kl. ... ,k, for which!d,! ~ 1, 1 ~ i ~ r and L~=l Ak8k = L~=l e:8k. 
We define by induction a sequence vo, Vl. ... ,Vn of n-dimensional vectors Vj = 
(Vj.l. Vj.2, ••• ,Vj,n) and a sequence Yj of subsets of 1,2,3, ... , n with the following 
properties 
Yj is the set of indices k, for which Vj,k is not ± 1. 
YO =>Yl :::>Y2 :::>"':::>YO and !Yp!~r 
Vj.k = Vj+l.k = Vj+2.k = ... = Vp.k whenever Vj.k is ±1 
n n 
L Vj.k 8 k = L Vj+l .k 8 k. 
k=l k=l 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
The vectors 8k are r-dimensional, therefore if ! Y j ! > r then there is a nontrivial system 
of real numbers {/hhe YJ such that Lke Y j {3k8k = O. Now let to be the greatest positive value 
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for which -1,,:;; Vj,k + to{3k ,,:;; 1, k E Yj holds, and put Vj+l,k = Vj,k + to{3k for k E Yj and Vj+l,k = 
Vj,k for k Ii! Yj. By the maximality of to, Yj+l C Yj. Observe that 
£ Vj+l,kak = £ Vj,kak +to ( L (3k a k) 
k~l k~l keYj 
n n 
= L Vj,kak + toO = L Vj,kak 
k~l k~l 
that is, the induction step is complete. Choosing e* = Vp we are ready. 
Therefore, we may assume that n = the number of vectors ":;;r = the dimension. For 
notational convenience let 
We claim 
1+Ak 
Pk=-2-' 
1-Ak {Pk> if C = + 1 
qk = -2-' and 8dc) = qk> if C = -1. 
"~±l i~l 8i(ci) Ilit (ci - Ai)af ,,:;; r. 
l~i~n 
Indeed, simple calculation shows 
"~±l JI 8i(Ci)(t (ci-Ai)ai, itl (ci-Ai)ai) 
l~i~n 
= it IIadl2 L~±l 8i(ci)(ci -Ai)2} 
+ l""~""n (ai, a){"~±l 8i(ci)8j(cj)(Ci - Ai)(Cj - AJ} 
l~j~n Ej=±l 
i "'j 
Since the sum of the "weights" 
n n 
L IT 8i(ci) = IT (Pi +qi) = 1 
£j=±l i=l i=l 
l~i~n 
(27) 
equals 1, then it immediately follows from expression (27) that there exists a ±1-vector 
e = (c h ... , cn) satisfying 
Thus Lemma 2.2 is complete. 
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3 
Let A = {ai: 1,,:;; i,,:;; n} and II = 2(3,-I)rf(r)q. Let Al denote the set of II largest vectors 
of A. From the definition of f(r) it follows that there is a unit vector WI such that 
I I II II {ai :ai EAI and (ai, WI)~21Iad} ~ fer)' 
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Let B 1 be a subset of {ai E AI: (ai, WI) ~ !lladl} having cardinality exactly Id[(r) and let 
VI = Ls,EBl ai, a 1 = mina,EAl Ilad!. Simple geometric consideration shows that 
Assume now in general that the vector-systems A b ... , Ai; B b ... ,Bi, the vectors 
Vb ... , Vi and the nonnegative reals a b ... , ai are defined. LetH r- i denote the orthogonal 
complement of the subspace generated by the vectors Vb ... , Vi. Let li+l = 
2(3 r- i- 1)r[(r - i)q and let Ai+l denote the set of those li+l vectors of A - U;=1 Aj having 
the longest projection on the hyperplane H r- i• Again there exist a unit vector Wi+l of 
H r- i and a vector-set Bi+l such that 
Bi+l ~ {aj E A i+ 1 : (projr-i aj, Wi+l) ~!llprojr-i ajll} 
and IBi+ll = li+d[(r - i). Here projr-i aj denotes the projection of aj on H r- i. Let Vi+1 = 
LSjEB'+1 aj and ai+l = minSjEA'+l Ilprojr-i ajll· 
From the definition of B i + 1 it follows that 
II ' II IB I ai+l 3r- i- 1 prOJr-i Vi+l ~ i+l -2-= rqai+b 
that is, the projection of Vi+l on H r- i has length ~ 3r-i-1rqai+1. The construction of 
Ai, B i, Vi and ai, 1 ~i ~r is complete. Let A r = U~=1 Ai. The vector-set 
projr-i+1Vi 
ei =11' II' proJr-i+lVi 
forms an orthonormal basis in lIt. In this new coordinate system Vi, 1 ~ i ~ r represent 
a lower triangular basis of type (qab qa2, ... ,qar) and for each 
aj = (aj,b aj.2, ... , aj,r) E A - A r, laj,i I ~ ai for all i. 
This proves Lemma 2.3. 
6. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3 
Let ei = (0, ... , 0, L 0, ... , 0), 1 ~ i ~ r denote the standard basis in lit. We prove that 
Piei can be expressed in the form 
i 
Piei = L Ai,jvj> 
j=l 
Clearly this implies the lemma. 
I I 3-(r-i)-1 Ai,j ~ r, (28) 
We prove equation (28) by induction on i, 1 ~ i ~ r. For i = 1 the assertion immediately 
follows from expression (2). Assume now that the assertion holds for all j < i. We have 
By induction hypothesis 
Returning to equation (29) we obtain 
i 
P ·e· = " A'IVI l l ~ l. , 
1=1 
IA .I<3-(r-il -1 1,1 ~ r. 
Pi 
where Ai,i =-
Vi,; 
(29) 
(30) 
10 1. Beck 
and 
(3 i-I V A - i"A i,j 
i,l--- I.. j,I-(3' 
Vi,i j~l j 
By expression (2), (3) and (30) 
and 
I (3i I 3 -(r-i) -1 < -,,:;: r, v .. 1,1 
This completes the induction step, and the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
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